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About This Game

Gratuitous Tank Battles (GTB) is a unique hybrid of tower-defense, strategy, simulation and RTS. Set in an alternate history
timeline where World War I never ends, you are the commander of allied forces fighting right up to the year 2114, where

Mechs and lasers are used alongside tanks and rifles. The war continues across Europe, with the allied commanders still locked
into the optimistic patriotism of the 1900s.

A tower-defense game where you can play as the attacker has been done before, but GTB lets you play the same maps as
attacker OR defender, and even lets you save out your attack as a recording to defend against. An online-challenge system lets
you upload your custom maps and custom units and attacks for other players to fight against. Speaking of custom units, GTB
doesn't have simple pre-built units, but allows you to build them from individual components, and even design the appearance
and colors of every single unit. An unlocks system gradually reveals more modules, abilities and unit 'hulls' to experiment with.

GTB also features an integrated map editor that lets you trivially change and tweak existing maps, or create entirely new ones,
and the process of sharing these custom maps with friends is built right into the game. Combine it with Steam achievements,

community, cloud support and more, and you should be kept busy fighting over Europe for another two hundred years./>
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 Alternate History Tower Defense: Fight a 200 year war to save Europe

 Play as attacker or defender on any map, even custom ones

 Fight with Infantry, Tanks, Turrets and Mechs

 Optional Adaptive AI adjusts to your play style and tactics for endless variety

 Customizable units allow you to design your own personal army

 Built-in level editor makes creating a new map a breeze

 Save out your attack and play against it as the defender

 Online map and challenge-sharing system allows you to fight your friends armies
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Game crash all the time when I try to choose levels.. Out of all the F1 games I own, I like this one the best and have played it the
most.
As for Games for Windows live, it's fine IF you have an xbox account or even a microsoft account and honestly it's a great idea
but I guess there are problems.
Also 2011's price is worth it for the experience of having a more involved but not too hard to start carrer mode, so if you are too
poor for f1 2016 get either 2011 or 2013 on sale.. Just bought this for my friend and I and it's broken? can click to go in a single
player game SOMETIMES but it won't let us click to make a public room...will probably be refunding unless it's fixed?. This
game is extremely goofy and wonderful. I love being able to build no matter how shoddy the final result is. The coop is
hilarious. A great party game. May or may not cure cancer.. Good old and underrated fps, actually it can looks like a russian
version of the first Quake.. the gameplay seems like a good twist on the usual turnbased games.
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DayZ is likely one of the most (if not, THE most) controversial games of all time. It pioneered a number of innovative gameplay
mechanics that are still unrivaled to this day, despite the dizzying number of soulless knock-offs (and trust me, I WISH there
were great knock-offs, I really do). Unfortunately, DayZ was also a pioneer for the early access release model for PC games,
and all the wretched stigma that comes with it. All that being said, the truth is, this game is absolutely 100% unlike any other
that's available in mid-2019 (believe me, I've tried them all). They all seem to mimic the game mechanics, flow, and structure of
DayZ, but not a single one elicits a "feeling" the way that DayZ does. Many complain about the clunky controls, but I
wholeheartedly believe they're one of the main reasons it feels so gritty and realistic. Starting as a mod for a realistic war sim
was probably the best decision they could have made. In my opinion, that's where all the other knock-offs get it wrong.
Everything just feels too...easy. Too polished. Too arcade-like. Too quick and easy to drop in and drop out. DayZ isn't always
quick and easy to play, or to get a complete "experience" per play session, but again, that's what creates the mojo and the
"feeling" that I'm talking about. DayZ just truly feels like a journey, and like a hardship (feel free to insert a jab at the
developers here, haha). This review is just a messy stream of consciousness, so please forgive me, but I hope it helps this game
find the right audience in a new player or two. A little background on me and the kind of player I am- I've been playing DayZ
since 2013 in the mod days, in cycles. Sometimes I'll play 40 hours a week for weeks straight, and other times I'll take breaks
for months at a time. I favor highly gritty, cinematic, story-driven experiences (do note that the "story" in this game is 100% self-
made, and always will be), and I rarely interact with players and engage in PvP. Rather, I'm more of a lone wolf drifter, keeping
to the outskirts of town. I get a rush watching other fights go down and following the action. Or even just hearing gunshots in
the distance and hurriedly trudging over the next ridgeline to escape the looming danger, instead posting up in a mountainside
nook to chop lumber and build a fire, making a simple breakfast for myself before setting out on the next unknown adventure.
Hopefully by that description you'll understand the nuances to this game, and how despite all their efforts, no other game quite
scratches the same itch that DayZ does. Anyway, I've rambled long enough, but if anyone has any questions about the game
before pulling the trigger (pun intended), or wants to buddy up and play together, feel free to add me. Lastly, I feel like I just
need to say thank you and bravo to the dev team. Despite all the ups and downs and the rocky road to 2019, I don't think people
do a good enough job of voicing their positive feedback. They love to speak up when things disappoint them, but they tend to
disappear (hopefully because they're just playing the game) when they're happy. I think you've done a tremendous job on DayZ
SA, and I'll be a loyal fan for life. It is by far my favorite video game, and has been since 2013. Looking forward to future years
of adventure. Cheers!. Whatever happened to Robo-Hitler?!. This was a very nice, relaxing game. There isn't really a lot to it on
the surface. You basically fly around as a butterfly or something (who everybody is referring to as Navi lol) singing little
butterfly songs and essentially unlocking stuff. Your song helps to create events which further the progress along. The story
itself is a minimalist as can be. Basically it is really the representation of a short poem\/musing about the limitless possibilities
of dreams. You probably wont get that during the game itself necessarily, but the message will be conveyed to you in the end.

Overall, not a bad hour long game, but there is also definitely not much in the way of replay value. Presently, the game is a buck
on Steam. That seems to be the right price in my estimation. But it for a buck and enjoy. Spend more and you will likely regret
your purchase a little bit.

All told, for what is basically concept art\/poetry in game form, I give this a straight 6 out of 10. Worth your time, pleasant, but
ultimately a one and done.. Fun, little, challenging game. Sound track is amazing. Don't but it for full price, for 1$ it's ok !. Nice
game so good :). First off I have to thank Desert Fox for making another wonderful game! The community has been amazing
and through this game I've made tons of wonderful friends. ♥

I got this game on sale, skeptical because of how simple it seemed. Before I had seen Youtubers play the other games in the
series, but I'm so glad I bought and played this one for myself.

From what I'm told this is the finale of the series, or at least very close to, and Desert Fox put a lot of attention and detail into
their game. The design, while unpretentious, is actually very flattering to the gameplay. I can assure you there is numerous hours
of replay value, because of the multiple endings and secrets worth unlocking--and every ending has a twist that will leave you
searching for answers. Thankfully, Desert Fox doesn't leave you wanting, and they do answer all of your questions in the game.

It's a very satisfying game, to put it short. After putting together the puzzle and solving the mystery, I'm sure you'll feel very
satisfied. Bad Dream: Coma is a game to make the player feel accomplished. I have never played a point-and-click that has
stuck with me, but this one, without a doubt, will forever be one of my favorite games.. Fun, Short and cute game with intresting
mechanics. Worth the money.. You can play with 4 people and twitch chat. Basically 2 people pick cards 2 people vote resulting
in a 50/50 if the voters choose opposites, then a vote lord is chosen and they'll just choose who they originally voted for whether
it's sensical or not. Basically if you're not a streamer with at least 25 viewers this game is not as fun as it could be.
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I don't recommend to people who play games.
I strongly recommend to people who stream games.. Can't get multiplayer to work, so gave single player a shot:

A lot of lag initially, after a minute it smoothed out a bit.

Walked around, before headin downstairs - another spasm of lag.

Continued wandered my way directly to a camera (fatal frame flashbacks!) and took a picture of feet while stuck in the esc
menu.

"VICTORY".
Roll credits.

Maybe I'll give this game another shot in the future when it's improved. From what I saw, the graphics were nice, the monster
was scary, and the "weapon" was effective. The price is a bit steep for features that don't work properly .. but it has a lot of
potential.. ..............\/\u00b4\u00af\/)......................................(\\\u00af`\\
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